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Robert Grosseteste ca.1170-1253

De Luce: On Light

Little known of his life.
Ø 1190s held an administrative position
under William de Vere, Bishop of Hereford
Ø ca.1200 – ca.1215 in Paris?
Ø ca. 1200-1225 De luce: On light
Øca.1215 – ca.1228 Twelve scientific
treatises developing the newly
rediscovered works of Aristotle and Arabic
commentaries e.g. Averroes
Ø 1225 Archdeacon at Abbotsley (Lincoln)
Ø 1228/9 appointed tutor to the newly
arrived Franciscans in Oxford. Thereafter
theological writing.
Ø 1235 Bishop of Lincoln

Grosseteste’s implied axioms:
1. Light (lux) is “first form” and gives
extension to matter
2. Light extends matter spherically
3. Light multiplies infinitely
4. Matter is conserved
5. There exists a fundamental limit of
rarefaction (actually a ratio of Lumen/
Matter)
6. When extended to the limit, matter
becomes “perfected” and re-radiates
light (lumen)

The Ordered Universe Project
Why? Originality of Grosseteste’s approach was to think about unity, order and causal explanation of natural phenomena. Need to make his work
more widely known to emphasise that science did not just emerge in the Enlightenment out of nowhere but has much deeper roots.
How? Collaboration between medievalists and scientists, using modern analytical techniques and methodology in collective reading of text but not
imposing a modern world-view on the text. Genuinely interdisciplinary, not multidisciplinary.

Grosseteste’s model: A Medieval “Big Bang”
Unification of the physical laws governing the behaviour of the entire cosmos - unifying supra-lunary and sublunary regimes

After the initial instantaneous expansion, in which matter is extended by light (lux) to its minimum density, the first perfected shell
forms. It then re-radiates light (lumen) inwards, compressing matter below it. At a critical lumen to matter ratio, matter is perfected
forming the second heavenly sphere and so on. This continues until the sphere of the moon, beyond which the strength of the lumen
is insufficient to reach the critical state and the spheres of fire, air, water and earth are left imperfect, allowing radial motion associated
with rarefaction (outwards) or compression (inwards) driven by the lumen contained within the body.
Translation of Text into Mathematics
Lumen intensity (ξ )
Generation of lumen (γ )
Opacity of matter (κ and τ )
Lumen-matter interaction
Generation of velocity (v)
No momentum

v = −ξ

Simulation
Infinite number of
spheres

Continuity equation
Matter (ρ) is pushed around
but not created or destroyed
Crystallisation condition
Quantised thresholds
lumen/matter ratio
Nine perfected
spheres

Only certain ranges of transparency of perfected
spheres, lumen generation strength, opacity and initial
conditions result in stable geocentric universes.
(Colours correspond to numbers of perfected spheres)

Numerical simulation
shows that
Grosseteste’s model
really does work
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Initial expansion by lux. Subsequent
compression by Iumen.

